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Recognising outstanding achievement

Sopwell House | 13 September 2018

In its ninth year, the Community Awards shine a light on
our outstanding performers, bringing exceptional people
together to recognise the tremendous achievements of
our officers and our teams.

Join us for our prestigious annual Community
Award celebrations at Sopwell House, when we
will recognise the outstanding performance of
our teams.

Whether it is for a remarkable act of bravery, exceptional
commitment, great innovation or tremendous team work,
we want to celebrate their success. And we’d love you to
join us.

Set amongst 12 acres of peaceful
Hertfordshire countryside, and with a
history dating back 300 years, Sopwell
House is a luxury country house hotel
and award-winning conference centre
offering two restaurants, a conservatory
bar and cocktail lounge.

The Community Awards 2018 will take place on 13
September 2018 at Sopwell House, St Albans.
This prestigious occasion really is a fantastic opportunity
to bring our finalists together and celebrate our success
with colleagues, clients and supporters.
Brian Riis Nielsen
Country President, Securitas UK

Our
Celebrations

18:30

Champagne reception and canapes on the terrace

19:30

Dinner is served in the St Alban Suite
Community Awards 2018 presentation
Evening entertainment

22:30

SOPWELL
HOUSE
ST ALBANS

This incredible venue is situated just 20
minutes from St Pancras International by
train, or less than one hour from Central
London or Heathrow Airport by car.
You can browse the Sopwell House website
image gallery here.

Your
Accommodation

www

Luton Hoo Hotel, Golf & Spa
The Mansion House
Luton, Bedfordshire LU1 3TQ

After dinner drinks reception

Click to see highlights of 2017 Awards

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dress code for the Awards evening is Black Tie
You can check-in at Luton Hoo from 15:00
On arrival in reception one of our STARs will welcome you
We will provide transport to and from the event at Sopwell House
Your evening meal, bed and breakfast is included in your stay
Any extras must be paid for on departure
As a guest you can use the gym and spa facilities at Luton Hoo
If you wish to book a spa treatment you can do so by calling
01582 698855.

Our
Community
Awards

GOOD CUSTOMER

GOOD CUSTOMER

Clients who have worked in partnership with
Securitas UK to contribute greatly to an
improvement in the standards and perception
of the Security industry as a whole.

Our Award
Finalists

Port of Dover
Westfield
University of Bedfordshire
Cranfield University
William Hill

COMMUNITY

CORE VALUES

COMMUNITY

CORE VALUES

Colleagues who give their time freely, not
for reward of any kind, but purely for the
satisfaction of helping others. They make
an outstanding contribution to their local
community, without personal benefit.

Colleagues who displays our three core
values: Integrity, Vigilance and Helpfulness.
Consistently every day. They role model our
values and never fail to deliver a professional
service to our customers.

Christopher Hughes

Chad Monk

Dahmane Djadi

Matthew Cave

Lauren Kasmi

Muhammed Arzam

Specialist Protective Services

Joshua Cave

HELPFULNESS

INNOVATION

HELPFULNESS

INNOVATION

Colleagues who lend assistance, even if it
is not directly related to his or her job. As
part of an ongoing effort to make life safer,
a Securitas employee will always help if an
incident occurs that requires intervention.

Colleagues who have demonstrated real
innovation and delivered tangible business
results by introducing new, useful methods,
techniques, or practices and even new
products and services.

Ryan Yeo

Matthew Adams

Morganne Anderton

Ken Braddick and Adrian Davies

Mohamed Badshah

McArthurGlen, York

Derek Watt

Nira Shah

INTEGRITY

LEADERSHIP

INTEGRITY

LEADERSHIP

Colleagues who are honest and can be
trusted to work unsupervised on a customer’s
premises, protecting their assets and people.
They never compromise their integrity and
won’t be persuaded to withhold information.

A colleague who excels in their leadership skills;
they are brilliant communicators and decision
makers who lead by example and show real
personal commitment and innovation. They
inspire and motivate their team and encourage
commitment and team work.

Hussein Ismail

Richard Morgan

Mark Allen

Ghias Dawood

Nasir Aziz

Kieron Doyle

Okiye-Ye Ndiomu

Peter Kelley

SAFETY FIRST

OUTSTANDING ACT

SAFETY FIRST

OUTSTANDING ACT

Colleagues who demonstrate an awareness
and active engagement with protecting the
lives of Securitas employees, and those of
our customers, visitors and contractors.

Colleagues who have shown outstanding
commitment and professionalism as members
of frontline security personnel. They will have
performed an outstanding act or demonstrated
bravery beyond the call of duty.

Abdul Salam

Anthony Thomas

Dennis Knaggs, Charlotte Ross
and Vedat Tazegul

General Motors, Luton

Freya Hamilton
Michael Bell

Mark Lisle
Chris Salmon

VIGILANCE

TEAM

VIGILANCE

TEAM

Professionalism entails seeing, hearing and
evaluating. Vigilance is all about colleagues
who are attentive and often notice things that
others don’t. Their vigilance is necessary to
be aware of potential risks or incidents.

This award is presented to the Security team
that demonstrates collective excellence in
delivering security services to our customers.
They will have shown an innovative approach
to problem solving and the performance of
day-to-day duties.

Marita Ashby, Andy Edginton
and George Middlemiss

University of Bedfordshire

Naomi Williams
Roy Taylor
Tom Coleman

Broughton Fire Station
M&S London Retail
Omar Ahmad and Hasib Aseer
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